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Summary
“Consumer insistence” was a term first coined by Melvin Copeland in his
article, “Relation of Consumers’ Buying Habits to Marketing Methods” in the
Harvard Business Review in 1923. 1 In the article, Copeland describes
consumer insistence as an extreme form of brand loyalty and demand
manifestation such that when a “consumer approaches the purchase of an
article in this attitude of mind, he accepts no substitute unless it is an
emergency.”2
The importance here is that insistence limits consumer switching because
consumers vehemently insist on certain brands. Such brand owners have
significant market power3 because of the unlikelihood that these brand
owners will lose customers to competing brands. In such cases, this market
power can lead the brand owners (or their distributors) to restrain trade and
raise prices well above competitive levels.4 Therefore, the implications of
insistence are far-reaching in terms of the economics and how we think about
antitrust matters.5
Case Law
The term “insistence” has been cited in case law involving antitrust
allegations. We observe the term in Borger v. Yamaha International, a refusal
to deal case from 1980 whereby Yamaha was noted as “a specialty brand that
had achieved a significant level of brand insistence among consumers.”6
Among other allegations, Borger’s – a retailer selling audio equipment who
was not afforded a franchise contract to distribute Yamaha’s merchandise –
alleged violations of the Sherman Act, including group boycott and conspiracy
to fix prices on Yamaha audio equipment.7 Borger’s argued that its loss of the
Yamaha line could not be offset by the sale of other brands due to consumers’
insistence on access to Yamaha products.8 Ultimately, Yamaha prevailed on
appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit because a lower
court issued improper instructions to jurors with regard to market
definition.9 Still, it is noteworthy that Yamaha’s brand insistence was a pivotal
factor linked to the antitrust allegations in this case.10
More recently (and prominently), the term “insistence” has been emphasized
in the US Department of Justice’s case against American Express (with the
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term appearing in American Express’s documents describing its customer
base and throughout the case filings).11 The DOJ’s case pertained to nondiscrimination provisions (“NDPs”) required in American Express’s contracts
with merchants that prevented merchants from promoting competing credit
cards over American Express (even if those cards presented better value to
the merchant). Merchants could not steer consumers to lower cost payment
methods, resulting in higher prices to both merchants and consumers.12
Because of the insistence expressed by American Express cardholders,
American Express was found to have market power whereby merchants
could not afford to drop American Express as a method of payment.13 The
court ultimately ruled in favor of the DOJ, determining that American
Express’s NDPs impeded competition in the market for general purpose
credit cards.14 Brand insistence, which wed consumers to their American
Express cards, was a critical issue in deciding the case.
In a recent dispute between two pharmaceutical companies (Eisai and
Sanofi/Aventis),15 Eisai cited the aforementioned Amex Decision alleging that
the provisions in “[S]anofi’s Formulary Access Clauses . . . prevented hospitals
from placing rival products ahead of Lovenox [Sanofi’s injectable
anticoagulant product] on their formularies regardless of price,”16 noting that
American Express’ contracts with merchants similarly prohibited merchants
from promoting other payment cards over American Express.17 Eisai argues
that the “incontestable demand”18 for Lovenox due to formulary clauses is
akin to the “insistence that prevents most merchants from dropping
acceptance of American Express when faced with price increases or similar
conduct.”19 How one measures “incontestable demand” is debatable (and the
Court has found thus far that Eisai could not establish that its allegedly
depressed market share was attributable to anticompetitive conduct by
Sanofi), but regardless the market power of Lovenox (perhaps, as Eisai
alleges, akin to insistence) is a pivotal point in this case.20
Economics
Insistence can be thought of as extreme brand loyalty. This loyalty manifests
as “a deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred
product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive samebrand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and
marketing efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior.”21 It is the
repeat business (or guaranteed demand) coupled with lack of customer
switching (or lack of competition) that exacerbates the brand’s market power.
Brands such as these are not threatened by interbrand competition (or
would-be competing brands), and sometimes intrabrand competition (or
competition at other levels of distribution chain) is diminished in the terms of
the product’s distribution.
In terms of distributors or sellers, one important factor related to insistence is
the fraction of customers (or more accurately, of profits) that a
distributor/seller would lose if it does not accept the insisted-brand. A point
successfully argued by the government in the aforementioned Amex Decision
was that merchants could not afford to drop American Express cards as a
payment mechanism for their customers (despite American Express’s above8
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market fees) because patrons would choose to shop elsewhere.22 Thus
consumer insistence created an all-or-nothing situation for merchants (where
they had no choice but to accept American Express cards and American
Express’s anticompetitive contract terms or NDPs).23
Insistence is often generated through factors such as brand recognition, trust,
satisfaction, and convenience,24 but there are economic factors that can
influence this extreme form of loyalty. Examples include loyalty rewards
programs and contract provisions that contain most-favored nation (“MFNs”)
clauses.
Reward Programs and Insistence
Loyalty reward programs are geared to incent customers to purchase more of
a branded product by rewarding those who buy higher volumes (especially
those who commit to insist on the branded product). These programs are
pervasive in the economy (frequent flyer miles, buy 10 get one free, etc.) and
often promote competition amongst sellers vying for business.25 They can be
beneficial to both firms and consumers, including reducing marketing and
shopping costs.26 However, antitrust concerns arise when loyalty programs
are market share or volume based as these can involve exclusive dealing,
stifle entry, or raise rivals’ costs.27 Specifically, when loyalty programs target
distributors of products, the supplier driving insistence for its products may
be “able to foreclose rival suppliers from a large enough fraction of the
market to deprive rivals of the opportunity to achieve minimum efficient
scale” and in effect these MFNs then act as vertical controls.28 Under certain
circumstances, these reward programs have been successfully challenged
under antitrust laws using a rule of reason analysis.29
“Enrollees in American Express's Membership Rewards program, for
example, receive points for purchases made with their Amex cards, and may
then redeem those points with Amex or one of its redemption partners for
merchandise, gift cards, frequent flyer miles, statement credits, or other
goods and services.”30 In the Amex Decision, the court found that rewards
programs offered by American Express exacerbated its card-holder
insistence; these programs, combined with the anti-steering provisions
contained in its contracts with merchants, resulted in overall higher retail
prices and created barriers to entry into the general purpose credit card
market.31
Most-Favored Nation Clauses and Insistence
MFNs are typically commitments by a seller to guarantee a buyer certain
contract terms (price or non-price) that are at least as favorable as those
granted to other buyers. 32 MFNs are frequently found in markets for
intermediate goods and are designed to promote brand loyalty or even
insistence. Because of the restrictions on pricing or other terms between
buyers and sellers, MFNs can be considered vertical restraints and therefore
are evaluated under the rule-of-reason analysis.33
Like loyalty reward programs, MFNs are ubiquitous and can promote
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competition, frequently lowering prices and reducing bargaining costs.34
Antitrust authorities are most concerned when MFNs are used by a dominant
firm (or a firm with an insisted-brand) to exclude competition.35 For example,
“if a large buyer obtains MFNs from sellers that comprise a very large fraction
of the market, the theory is that the MFNs may prevent the buyer's smaller
rivals from entering or expanding their share by obtaining more favorable
pricing.”36 Again it is the exclusion of competition in favor of the insisted
brand that can decrease consumer welfare and is about which authorities are
most concerned.
Market Share and Insistence
A note of clarification is the market power bestowed by insistence does not
necessarily correspond to a large brand market share. Returning to the DOJ’s
case against American Express, insistence compelled many merchants to
participate in the Discover Card network even though Discover’s overall
share of credit card purchases is relatively small.37 Therefore traditional
reliance on market shares for proof of market power can require rethinking if
the power insistence plays a central role in the economic analysis.
Two-Sided Markets
Another lens under which to discuss insistence is in the context of two-sided
markets. Note that many of the industries previously described, including
general purpose credit cards and wholesale/retail links in vertical chains
more broadly, can be thought of as two-sided markets. Two-sided markets
pertain to situations in which there are two sets of participants (two “sides”)
who both have a demand to use a “platform” or intermediary to interact.38
Insistence is pronounced in two-sided markets when there is single-homing
on one side of the platform and multi-homing on the other. Single-homing
can be thought of as extreme brand loyalty or insistence because the agent
who is single-homing is choosing only one brand of a particular product. As
Mark Armstrong explained in Competition in Two-Sided Markets, “[w]hen an
agent chooses to use only one platform, it has become common to say the
agent is ‘singlehoming.’ When an agent uses several platforms, she is said to
‘multi-home.’ It makes a significant difference to outcomes whether groups
single-home or multi-home.”39 When one side single-homes and one side
multi-homes, the platform is referred to as a “competitive bottleneck.”40 As a
result, “if it wishes to interact with an agent on the single-homing side, the
multi-homing side has no choice but to deal with that agent's chosen
platform. Thus, platforms have monopoly power over providing access to
their single-homing customers for the multi-homing side. This monopoly
power naturally leads to high prices being charged to the multi-homing side,
and there will be too few agents on this side being served from a social point
of view.”41
We observe this scenario in the credit card industry where credit cards (the
platform) sit between merchants and consumers. In particular, those
consumers who benefit from generous rewards programs offered by credit
card companies, such as American Express,42 “centralize their spending on
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their Amex cards to maximize these benefits” or in a sense single-home.43
“Indeed, according to one study by American Express, approximately 70% of
Corporate Card consumers are subject to some form of ‘mandation’ policy, by
which employers require the employee-cardholders to use Amex cards for
business expenses.”44 Because many consumers insist on using a preferred
card, which is akin to single-homing, merchants are thereby forced to accept
all credit cards.”45 Again, here insistence translates to market power. Notably,
the court found that insistence (combined with anti-steering provisions)
allowed American Express to charge higher than competitive level
interchange fees to merchants, resulting in higher prices to consumers.46
Special Case
It is worth noting that in certain special situations seemingly anticompetitive
practices are justifiable in two-sided markets. In very special scenarios, the
profit-maximizing price charged to the other side of the market can be zero or
even negative. Economic theory teaches us that this special case only arises
when the respective demands are interdependent and complementary in
nature. Only in this special case, may the charge for the platform service to
one side of the market exceed the cost of the service. This is because in this
special case it is worth it for the owner of the platform and the participants in
the market to extract payments from one side of the market to get more of the
other side of the market to participate than would otherwise be the case,
thereby making everyone better off.47
In mature markets (or markets where all agents are already using the
platform), this special case does not arise because there is no demand
externality (i.e., an unintended benefit conferred by one party to a transaction
on a third-party). A platform in a mature market “does not require
subsidization to thrive”48 and there is not an externality or benefit to growing
the platform.49 Because of the lack of externality, prices above competitive
levels are not justified as they may be in the special case in nascent markets.
We observe the two sided defense is often incorrectly utilized in mature
markets.
In sum, competition is limited in two-sided markets where consumers single
home (or insist on a certain brand) on one side of a platform and suppliers
multi-home on the other side. The role then of a two-sided market analysis is
not the potential for externalities as a defense (as prices should be
competitive on both sides of a platform except in the special case). Instead
what we observe is that insistence creates market power which can be then
exacerbated. By using the market power arising from insistence, the platform
can impose conditions that further the insistence by raising the likelihood of
single homing and reducing inter-platform competition.
Conclusion
Insistence is an extreme form of brand loyalty. Because of the lack of
switching amongst the brand-insistent consumers, the brand has tremendous
market power. This market power is not necessarily denoted by the brand’s
market share in its product category. This market power can lead to
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anticompetitive behaviors by brand owners or distributors, such as by raising
rivals’ costs, impeding entry, or exclusive dealing. These abuses can be
exhibited in the form of anti-steering contract provisions, rewards programs,
and MFNs, and this situation can be exacerbated when dealing with two-sided
markets.
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